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Abstract: Multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) are
gaining interest in corrosion and electrocatalysis re-
search due to their electrochemical stability across a
broad pH range and the design flexibility they offer.
Using the equimolar CrCoNi alloy, we observe signifi-
cant metal dissolution in a corrosive electrolyte (0.1 M
NaCl, pH 2) concurrently with the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) in the transpassive region, despite the
absence of hysteresis in polarization curves or other
obvious corrosion indicators. We present a character-
ization scheme to delineate the contribution of OER
and alloy dissolution, using scanning electrochemical
microscopy (SECM) for OER-onset detection, and
quantitative chemical analysis with inductively coupled-
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) and ultraviolet visible light
(UV/Vis) spectrometry to elucidate metal dissolution
processes. In situ electrochemical atomic force micro-
scopy (EC-AFM) revealed that the transpassive metal
dissolution on CrCoNi is dominated by intergranular
corrosion. These results have significant implications for
the stability of MPEAs in corrosion systems, emphasiz-
ing the necessity of analytically determining metal ions
released from MPEA electrodes into the electrolyte
when evaluating Faradaic efficiencies of OER catalysts.
The release of transition metal ions not only reduces the
Faradaic efficiency of electrolyzers but may also cause
poisoning and degradation of membranes in electro-
chemical reactors.

Introduction

Multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) are currently in the
spotlight as emerging structural materials[1] and electro-
catalysts, particularly as electrodes for the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) in electrolyzers.[2] Their attractiveness
results, among other factors, from their mechanical robust-
ness and resistance to corrosion at high anodic potentials.[1a,3]

More recent research into their electrocatalytic properties
promises potential for OER applications which bestows an
even higher significance on MPEA materials as they are
generally composed of earth-abundant non-noble transition
metals.[4]

These advantageous properties are rooted in the trans-
passive electrochemical behavior of MPEAs. The trans-
passive behavior of metals is generally more complex than
their electrochemical properties in the active and passive
states. This complexity arises because various mechanisms
can contribute to Faradaic currents in the transpassive state,
specifically, metal dissolution and OER.[5] Under the effect
of the high electric field in the passive film, ions (metal
cations, O2� , other anions) can participate in charge transfer
reactions. The resulting conductivity of the passive layer
may be influenced by defects of different kinds in the
passive film. Furthermore, the breakdown of the passive
film can occur through various mechanisms. The competi-
tion between consumption and reformation of the passive
film may cause a steady state. Additionally, OER goes along
with local changes in pH and in ionic composition of the
solution near the electrode that feeds back on passive film
formation and breakdown. A fundamental difficulty in
analyzing these scenarios is the lack of operando techniques
that allow the establishment of structure–reactivity relation-
ships under the specific reaction conditions. The challenge
becomes even greater because many of the above-men-
tioned processes do not occur uniformly over the metal
surface but are associated with defects on different size
regimes, such as dislocations, grain boundaries, inclusions,
and corrosion pits.

The concomitant occurrence of the OER and metal
dissolution during high anodic polarization in the trans-
passive potential region is a known phenomenon. It not only
limits the stability of structural elements made from
MPEAs[6] but also poses a challenge in identifying active
and stable electrocatalysts.[5b,7] While both processes contrib-
ute to the experimentally observed current density, a vast
majority of studies have focused either on the OER activity
or the stability of the electrocatalyst towards corrosion.[2b,c,4,8]
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Recent research suggests an inevitable link between the
OER and material dissolution.[5a] A thorough understanding
of the transpassive behavior of metallic surfaces and metal
nanoparticle-based electrocatalysts is of crucial importance
to evaluate the performance of materials and to achieve a
mechanistical understanding of degradation processes defin-
ing their stability.

Typical corrosion studies involve analyzing polarization
curves (I vs. E at low scan rates, v), employing electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) complemented by
ex situ analyses of the metallic surface in the pre- and post-
corroded states. However, there is only a very limited
number of methods available for real-time analysis of
corrosion, especially at localized corrosion sites. In polar-
ization experiments in aqueous environments, high anodic
potentials can lead to current densities, often attributed not
only to passivity breakdown but also to the OER.[5a,9]

Atomic spectroelectrochemistry has emerged as a suitable
approach to investigate selective metal dissolution during
corrosion.[10] This approach can utilize flow-type scanning
droplet (or capillary) cell microscopies,[11] coupled with
inductively coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectrom-
etry (ICP-AES),[12] and/or ICP mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS).[13] Cherevko and Mayrhofer et al.[5a] demonstrated, by
means of scanning flow cell ICP-MS, that even noble metal
catalysts (e.g., Au or Pt) exhibit seemingly good OER
activities at low overpotentials but dissolve considerably
during polarization. Ott et al.[13c] have applied microcapillary
plasma mass spectrometry to investigate the passive state of
the Al-Cr-Fe γ-phase and reported a preferential over-
stoichiometric dissolution of Al and Fe cations and an
enrichment of Cr in the passive film in a sulfuric acid
electrolyte. The transpassive dissolution of pure Cr was
investigated in 0.1 M NaCl using atomic spectroelectrochem-
istry by Birbillis and co-workers.[14] Their real-time dissolu-
tion analysis showed the oxidative dissolution of the Cr2O3

passive film directly to Cr(VI) in the transpassive potential
region.

While online atomic spectroelectrochemistry provides
instant monitoring of metal dissolution during corrosion, the
simultaneous detection and quantification of other stoichio-
metrically relevant electron transfer processes, such as the
H2 evolution reaction (HER) or OER have remained
elusive. Ogle and co-workers[15] quantified H2 evolution
during Mg corrosion using online time-resolved volumetry
and online atomic spectroelectrochemistry. Using online
atomic spectroelectrochemistry, Wen et al.[16] demonstrated
more recently an accurate ascription of anodic current
contribution of OER at a carbon-supported Ru-based
catalyst and distinguished it from other contributions arising
from side reactions (such as catalyst dissolution or support
degradation).

Scanning probe techniques such as electrochemical
atomic force microscopy (EC-AFM) and scanning electro-
chemical microscopy (SECM) serve as valuable tools for the
analysis of local corrosion phenomena. EC-AFM has been
applied in various contexts ranging from monitoring surface
roughening, imaging local pit initiation to detecting electro-
catalytically active sites on electrocatalysts for the OER or

the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).[17] Even though EC-
AFM captures in situ topographical changes, it lacks the
capability to detect specific compositional information and is
mostly insensitive to electron transfer reactions. SECM in
the sample-generation/tip-collection (SG/TC) mode can be
operated in a chemically selective way by setting the probe
potential to oxidize or reduce a compound that is generated
at reactive sites on the sample, such as grain boundaries or
active local corrosion sites.[18] For instance, Souto et al.[19]

employed SECM in the SG/TC mode to monitor the
emergence of Fe(II) and O2 at anodic sites from corroding
coated carbon steel by means of horizontal line scans. Here,
we employ tip-substrate voltammetry (TSV) in the SG/TC
mode (TSV-SECM), in which the microelectrode (ME) of
the SECM is used to detect products of the sample
electrode, while conducting a voltammetric scan at the
sample.[18c,20] Similar to our approach, Matysik et al.[21]

demonstrated the advantage of using hydrodynamic TSV-
SECM to detect the evolution of reactive oxygen species
(e.g., OH*, H2O2 or O2

� ) on Pt and boron-doped diamond
macroelectrodes. The combination of EC-AFM and SECM
has been employed to obtain simultaneously local topo-
graphical and electrochemical information.[22]

Using equimolar CrCoNi as a model MPEA, we present
a comprehensive methodology to identify the onset of the
OER and to distinguish it from metal dissolution. The aim is
to gain a deeper understanding on the contributions to the
transpassive current density arising from corrosive and
electrocatalytic reactions. The studies are conducted in an
acidic Cl� -containing electrolyte. Results of other electro-
lytes are briefly covered at the end of the manuscript. Our
approach combines TSV-SECM, elemental analysis, and
EC-AFM. CrCoNi is resistant to general and pitting
corrosion.[23] However, our recent investigations revealed
that the alloy is susceptible to intergranular corrosion at
high anodic potentials in the transpassive region.[24] Further
analysis showed minimal metal dissolution due to trans-
passive dissolution, suggesting a contribution of the OER to
the observed anodic current density.

Results and Discussion

We apply TSV-SECM (Figure 1A) to record a polarization
curve of the CrCoNi sample and simultaneously monitor the
evolution of O2 from the sample by its detection at the ME.
The ME is positioned 5 μm above the CrCoNi sample and
polarized at ET = � 0.65 V for amperometric detection of O2

(Figure 1A, top). All electrode potentials in this paper are
reported against Ag/AgCl/3 M NaCl. For other experimen-
tal details, please refer to the Experimental Procedure
section in the Supporting Information (SI-1, Figure S1–S3).
The chemical composition of CrCNi is listed in Table S1.
The cyclic voltammetry (CV) is recorded at the alloy sample
at low scan rates to ensure steady-state conditions. In the
field of corrosion, this experiment at the sample is
commonly known as cyclic potentiodynamic polarization
(CPP) and is plotted in a semilogarithmic form (Figure 1B,
bottom). To highlight the correlation to the ME currents,
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the voltammetric signals are plotted vs. time in Figure 1A,
with the potentials of the CV scan at the sample indicated at
the top of the plot.

Two distinctive peaks (IT,1 and IIT,2) are observed in the
ME response at the sample potentials of ES,1 =1.00 V and
ES,2 =1.15 V (corresponding to 1206 s and 1410 s in Fig-
ure 1B (bottom), respectively). For comparison, the respec-
tive pure metals have also been investigated by TSV-SECM
and ICP-MS quantification (SI-2.1 to SI-2.3, Figures S4–S6,
Tables S2 and S3). The results showed that pure Cr
exhibited a behavior similar to CrCoNi (Figure S4), with the
two current peaks at the ME shifted by 0.15 V to higher
potentials for pure Cr. This observation raises the possibility
that Cr ions dissolved from the MPEA may also be reduced
at the ME, in addition to the reduction of O2 generated at
the sample.

To address this possibility, a related MPEA, CrFeMnCo-
Ni, was studied by TSV-SECM (Figure S7). This alloy shows
metal dissolution at high anodic potentials as confirmed by
ICP-MS quantification (Table S4). However, no ME re-
sponse could be observed, indicating that no Cr is detected
at the chosen ME potential (Figure S7). Based on these
control experiments, it can be excluded that the reduction
reactions of Cr(III), Ni(II) and Co(II) to the respective
metals significantly contribute to the measured ME current.
Additional CPP measurements conducted on FeCrNi in a
0.1 M NaCl electrolyte solution showed that the electro-
chemical behavior of FeCrNi MPEA is comparable to that
of CrCoNi (SI-2.5, Figure S8). This result suggests that the
superior OER activity and reduced metal dissolution

observed in CrCoNi, compared to the pure metal, cannot be
solely attributed to the presence of CoNi.

The presence of the first reduction peak IT,1 in the TSV
ME response, observed for both CrCoNi (ES,1 =1.00 V) and
Cr (ES,1 =1.15 V), is an intriguing observation with excellent
reproducibility. At the tip-to-substrate distance of d =5 μm
in TSV-SECM, a local thin-layer cell is formed, in which the
diffusion of species into and away from the cell is hindered.
While bubble formation in the thin-layer cell could poten-
tially affect the ME response and local current density
distribution, no bubble formation was visually observed.
Furthermore, bubbles would cause an immediate drop of
the ME current, which was not observed in our experiments.
Thus, any influence of bubble formation or detachment on
the mass transport of dissolved species in the thin-layer cell
can be ruled out. The increasing anodic polarization of the
substrate in the forward scan is expected to yield a single
peak at the ME, with maximum current density at or shortly
after the apex potential of the TSV scan at the sample. This
is attributed to the finite transition time of O2 from the
sample to the ME, a factor deemed negligible against the
time scale of the potential scan at the sample with
v =1 mVs� 1.[25]

During the backward scan of the TSV-SECM, the
CrCoNi MPEA surface effectively repassivates to a current
density of ~0.8 μAcm� 2, which is significantly lower than the
primary passivation current density of ~4.0 μAcm� 2 (Fig-
ure 1B). In this context, it should be noted that the UV/Vis
spectroscopic analysis (Figure 1C) revealed that all chromi-
um species present after the TSV scans were in the Cr(III)

Figure 1. (A) Schematic of the ME and CrCoNi sample configuration for TSV; (B) TSV scan recorded at the CrCoNi substrate (bottom) at 1 mVs� 1

and the simultaneously measured current at the ME (top) at � 0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl/3 M NaCl for the reduction of oxygen evolved at the CrCoNi
sample in 0.1 M NaCl pH 2; (C) charges normalized to geometric electrode area as retrieved from the electrochemical, ICP-MS and UV/Vis
measurements.
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state. This suggests the possibility that transpassively
produced Cr(VI) may have been reduced upon the TSV
reversal. Examining the anodic Tafel slopes in Figure S9 of
42 mVdec� 1 and 55 mvdec� 1 for Cr and CrCoNi, respec-
tively, and comparing them to results obtained for noble
metal catalysts,[5a] implies a potential prediction for the
transformation of oxides from the oxide layer to oxygen for
the OER [Equation (S1)] in concomitance with metal
dissolution. Higher slopes (approx.>120 mVdec� 1) may
indicate preferential oxidation of adsorbed water [Equation
(S2)].[5a,26] In contrast to the MPEA, Cr(VI) is still present
after the TSV of pure Cr (Table S5), indicating a difference
in the mechanism by which the oxide layer participates in
the OER (as further discussed in SI-2.6).

The analysis of the metal ion concentration in the
electrolytes after electrochemical measurements was per-
formed by means of ICP-MS (details in SI-1.7). To ensure
accurate conversions of the determined metal concentration
into charge, the number of exchanged electrons, nMe
(Me =Co, Ni, Cr) must be considered. While the dissolution
reactions of Co and Ni proceed with nCo =nNi =2,

[27] the
dissolution of Cr could occur with nCr =3 or nCr =6.[28]

During the electrochemical measurements on pure Cr
substrates, the electrolyte turned bright yellow, and the
electrolytes of the CrCoNi sample also showed a faint yellow
hue after constant polarization at ES,2 (1.15 V). At this
potential, the second ORR peak (IIT,2) is recorded at the
ME, suggesting the presence of Cr(VI) species. UV/Vis
analyses of Cr(VI) species in the electrolytes after TSV-
SECM were performed according to SI-1.8 and are summar-
ized in Table S5. The average number of exchanged
electrons nCr was calculated according to Equation (S4) and
then employed to calculate the converted charge [Equa-
tion (1)] for metal dissolution using the metal concentrations
cMe,ICP (Me =Co, Ni, Cr) as measured by ICP-MS (data in
SI-2.8, Table S6).

QMe ¼ cCr;ICPnCr þ cCo;ICPnCo þ cNi;ICPnNi
� �

FV (1)

Here V =0.01 L is the solution volume and F =96485 As
mol� 1 is the Faraday constant. Subtraction of QMe, from the
total charge Qechem yields the charge QO2 expended for the
OER (Table 1).

Assuming that O2 evolving from the alloy sample is
detected by the ME at both peaks in the upper panel of
Figure 1A, chronoamperometric measurements with subse-
quent ICP-MS and UV/Vis analysis were performed on the
CrCoNi MPEA and pure Cr specimen at the respective
peak potentials for a duration of 30 min to determine
steady-state transpassive currents. During anodic polariza-
tion of CrCoNi, current densities of ~5 mAcm� 2 at
ES,1 =1.00 V and ~20 mAcm� 2 at ES,2 =1.15 V were ob-
served in Figures S10A and S10B. On the pure Cr specimen,
the current density was ~6 mAcm� 2 at ES,1 =1.15 V and
increased to ~15 mAcm� 2 at ES,2 =1.30 V (Figures S11A
and S11B). Derived charges for the respective corrosive
dissolution of metals and catalytic OER are summarized in
Table 1. The highest Faradaic efficiency ɛ(O2) =53% is
found for CrCoNi after TSV-SECM. Figure 1C presents the

expended charges (normalized by the geometric sample
area) for the metal dissolution and OER on CrCoNi after
the entire TSV-SECM experiment. The ɛ(O2) value after
chronoamperometry is slightly higher at the potential ES,1 of
the first ME peak (IT,1) than at the potential ES,2 of the
second ME peak (IIT,2). The main difference between the
chronoamperometric tests and TSV-SECM scans is likely
due to the anodic passivation during the voltammetric scan.
If the OER predominantly proceeds through oxidation of
passive layer oxides, the formation of a thicker oxide layer
on the CrCoNi surface during TSV-SECM experiments
inhibits metal dissolution and thus boosts the OER activity.

Figure 2A and B summarize the results from the
chronoamperometric measurements. The findings for CrCo-
Ni reveal that, during the polarization at ES,1 = 1.00 V, a
significantly higher concentration of Cr(III) is present
compared to polarization at ES,2 = 1.15 V. In the case of the
pure Cr specimen, only a minute amount of Cr(III) was
detected, and the concentration ratio of Cr(III) to Cr(VI)
showed no significant difference between the polarization at
ES,1 = 1.15 V and ES,2 = 1.30 V. Considering the similar
current density traces of the CrCoNi MPEA and pure Cr
samples measured during the chronoamperometric scans
(Figures S10 and S11), the fraction of charge transferred for
Cr dissolution is threefold higher at the pure Cr specimen
than on CrCoNi during polarization at the ES,1 (Table S7).

The results of the chronoamperometric measurements at
ES,1 for 10 h on CrCoNi and Cr (Figure S12) indicate that Cr
experiences sole dissolution and lacks long-term stability
(Table S8). The Faradaic efficiency of CrCoNi for the OER
exceeds ɛ(O2) =20% (Table S8). Considering that the
MPEA surface was polarized for 10 h without prior anodiz-
ing treatment, there is potential for further enhancement in
Faradaic efficiency.

To gain more insights into the local phenomena, in situ
corrosion studies were conducted using EC-AFM (Fig-
ure 3A) to investigate the evolution of topography of the
CrCoNi surface during CPP (Figure 3B) with intermittent
image recording (I to IV) at the indicated potentials of

Table 1: Total charges and charge contribution from metal dissolution
in 0.1 M NaCl pH 2 and OER curing constant polarization experiments
of CrCoNi for 30 min. The presented data are the average and standard
deviations of 3 replicate experiments. The charges are normalized to
the geometric electrode area. Faradaic efficiencies ɛ(O2) are given for
the OER (QO2/Qe-chem).
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0.00 V, 0.40 V, 0.85 V, and 1.15 V. The EC-AFM images in
Figure 3C demonstrate that the morphology of the CrCoNi
surface remained essentially unchanged and stable between
0.00 V and 0.85 V (Figure 3B, panels I to III). Notably,
significant topographical changes were neither observed in
the twin structures (Figure 3C, panel I, marker a), at grain
boundaries (Figure 3C, panel I, marker b), nor near
inclusions (Figure 3C, panel I, marker c). Morphology
changes due to corrosion were only detected at high anodic
potentials (1.15 V), predominantly manifested in intergranu-
lar corrosion (Figure 3C, panel IV, marker e) and minimal
pitting (Figure 3C, panel IV, marker d). The surface rough-
ness of the CrCoNi substrate increased after polarization at
1.15 V (Figure S13), indicating the formation of a transient
transpassive film.

To further investigate the properties of the metal
surface, EIS was measured, as described in SI-2.12. Two
different electrical equivalent circuits (EECs) were used to
model the behavior of the CrCoNi electrode (Figure S14).
The obtained data are presented in Figures S15 to S20.
Based on previous studies on stainless steels,[9a,29] the
CrCoNi alloy seems to exhibit a high corrosion resistance

without undergoing an apparent secondary passivation in
the transpassive regime.[30] At polarizations below the trans-
passive region (� 0.25 to 0.40 V), the EIS data in Figur-
es S15, S16 and S17 indicate a perfectly passivated metal
surface with a magnitude of the impedance j

Z j =0.25 MΩcm2 at 0.1 Hz. At transpassive polarizations
(1.00 V and 1.15 V), Figures S18C and S19 C exhibit an
inductive loop in the Nyquist plots, and the currents are
mainly impeded by the solution resistance, suggesting
increased ion conductivity of the oxide film.[29] Moreover,
the low-frequency impedance at 0.01 Hz decreases signifi-
cantly by four orders of magnitude compared to the polar-
ization below 1.0 V, indicating a low charge transfer
resistance at the CrCoNi electrode. Interpreted together
with the EC-AFM results, the low charge transfer resistance
and strong inductive response in the EIS data suggest a lack
of a passive/transpassive oxide film or an oxide film that
catalyzes the OER. Direct homogeneous dissolution on the
grain surfaces cannot be excluded.

The maximum ME current of the first peak (IT,1)
coincides with the potential where a change of the slope of
the sample current density trace is observed. Considering
the EC-AFM studies, a plausible explanation could be the
transition from the dynamic transpassive film growth and
dissolution to intergranular corrosion where dissolved Cr-
(VI) species in crevices at grain boundaries cannot diffuse to
the solution as fast as the species originating from the flat
surface. The transpassive film growing at potentials below
1.0 V appears to offer a limited barrier function to metal
dissolution until intergranular corrosion becomes the domi-
nant mode at potentials positive of 1.0 V.

The transpassive behavior of metals depends not only on
the chemical composition of the metal but also on the
corrosion medium. As an example, we also tested the
behavior in artificial seawater and in a chloride-free sulfate
electrolyte (see discussion in SI-2.12). The CrCoNi MPEA
shows a stable behavior with high anodic currents in the
transpassive potential range and good repassivation behav-
ior in artificial seawater (Figure S21). In Cl� -free sulfate
electrolyte at pH 2, the onset of OER is shifted to more
positive potentials (Figure S22), while the Faradaic effi-
ciency for OER is approximately ɛ(O2) =40% (Table S9).
The significant change in the transpassive behavior may be
attributed to the incorporation of sulfate into the passive
film, altering both, the stability against metal dissolution and
the electrocatalytic properties for OER.

In addition to evaluating the stability of MPEA in
corrosive environment or assessing the activity of MPEA
electrocatalysts, the dissolution of MPEA electrodes can
have significant impact on electrolyzers. The conductivity of
proton-exchange membranes (PEMs) in electrolyzers de-
creases significantly when dissolved Fe and Cr ions exceed
threshold concentrations of 300 ppm and 200 ppm,
respectively.[31] Moreover, the presence of various metal ions
reduces the threshold values for each kind of ion, posing a
potential challenge for non-noble multi-metal
electrocatalysts.[2b,c, 31] Mo et al.[32] investigated the migration
of transition metal cations into the membrane electrode
assembly by using a model metal mesh of AISI 316 stainless

Figure 2. The geometric surface area-normalized charges determined
via ICP-MS and UV/Vis spectrometry in comparison with the charge
calculated for O2 evolution from the chronoamperometric analysis in
0.1 M NaCl pH 2 at the indicated potentials on (A) CrCoNi MPEA and
(B) pure Cr specimen.
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steel as the liquid/gas diffusion layer of a PEM electrolyzer
cell and determined that the cation uptake proceeded in the
order of Fe @Ni @Cr.[32b] For the CrCoNi alloy, the average
total dissolved cation concentrations in Figure 1B are
31.42 ppm and 131.47 ppm after polarization at ES,1 and ES,2,
respectively. The corresponding Cr concentrations were
8.5 ppm and 38 ppm and thus below the stated threshold
values.

Given the growing interest in MPEAs for OER electro-
catalysis, numerous catalyst chemistries have emerged.[33] To
provide a comprehensive assessment of their potential,
reporting on overpotentials and electrocatalytic activities
should be complemented with data on the metal dissolution
at the anode surface, a competing process to the OER that
has been scarcely addressed thus far.[33c,34]

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that significant OER takes
places parallel to metal dissolution on the CrCoNi MPEA
surface during anodic polarization in an acidic NaCl electro-
lyte at potentials relevant to water electrolysis. The alloy
was chosen for this study due to its excellent corrosion and
pitting resistance, along with low OER overpotential. To the
best of our knowledge, this study is the first to distinguish

between Cr(III) and Cr(VI) in the corrosion context,
allowing the determination of metal dissolution and OER in
the transpassive region.

By combining chemical analysis of the bulk electrolyte
with the information obtained by means of TSV-SECM, we
have illustrated the high corrosion resistance of CrCoNi
without undergoing a secondary passivation. The growth
and dissolution of the transpassive film can provide limited
resistance to metal dissolution until grain boundary dissolu-
tion becomes the dominant corrosion mode. Ongoing
studies by means of near ambient pressure X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS) shall clarify the forma-
tion and dissolution mechanisms of the transpassive film and
provide information on its evolution at potentials relevant to
water splitting. The absence of Cr(VI) after the TSV-SECM
suggests the reduction of transpassively formed Cr(VI) to
Cr(III), which requires further in-depth exploration. Most
importantly, this study demonstrates that Faradaic efficien-
cies of non-noble metal OER electrocatalysts cannot be
evaluated without the analysis of metal ions dissolved into
the electrolyte.

Figure 3. (A) Schematic setup of the EC-AFM experiment with the auxiliary electrode (AE), the reference electrode (RE) and the working electrode
(WE); (B) Cyclic voltammogram of the CrCoNi sample in 0.1 M NaCl pH 2 from the TSV experiment (as shown in Figure 1) with indication of
potentials for EC-AFM imaging (I, II, III and IV); (C) EC-AFM topography images collected at I) 0 V, II) 0.4 V, III) 0.85 V, and IV) 1.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl/
3 M NaCl.
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Transpassive Metal Dissolution vs. Oxygen
Evolution Reaction: Implication for Alloy
Stability and Electrocatalysis

Multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs)
have sparked significant interest for their
corrosion and electrocatalytic stability.
Investigating the CrCoNi alloy revealed
substantial metal dissolution during the
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) without
typical corrosion indicators. This finding
impacts MPEA stability understanding,
emphasizing the need of precise OER
catalyst efficiency measurements
through metal ion quantification.
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